NRHA’s Annual Conference is the nation’s largest rural health conference, created for everyone with an interest in rural health care, including rural health practitioners, hospital administrators, clinic directors and lay health workers, social workers, state and federal health employees, academics, community members and more. Join us as we host this event for the first time virtually.

2019 Attendance = 1,258
With fewer obstacles in attending a virtual event, we are confident attendance will reflect that of past years.

CONTACT:
COLLEEN BAY
CBAY@NRHASC.COM OR
LARRY BEDELL
BEDELL@NRHASC.COM

NON PROFIT VIRTUAL SPONSORSHIP INCLUDES

VIRTUAL EXHIBIT SPACE
- Custom exhibit space with logo, contact us, company statement, and ability to add external links.
- Ability to set up live demos and meetings
- Opportunity to offer an event special or coupon
- All clicks will capture attendee profile information
- Exhibit space will be online for a year
- Participation in the attendee challenge which incentivizes attendee engagement

BANNER AD
- Rotating banner ad on media player, 468x60.
- Clicks will capture attendee profile information

ATTENDEE LIST
Includes titles and physical addresses

LIVE NETWORKING SPACE
Opportunity to engage with attendees in content categorized chats

ATTENDEE CHALLENGE
Conference game that incentivizes attendees to engage with you

2 PASSES TO VIRTUAL EVENT
Additional passes available at 50% off prevailing member rate

NRHA MEMBERSHIP
A one-year NRHA Membership for first-time exhibitors

$1500